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Sir Oliver Lodge:Sir Oliver Lodge:
Fish Discovering WaterFish Discovering Water

““Imagine a deepImagine a deep--sea fish at sea fish at 
the bottom of the ocean. It the bottom of the ocean. It 
is surrounded by water; it is surrounded by water; it 
lives in water; it breathes lives in water; it breathes 
water. Now, what is the last water. Now, what is the last 
thing that fish would thing that fish would 
discover? I am inclined to discover? I am inclined to 
believe that the last thing believe that the last thing 
the fish would be aware of the fish would be aware of 
would be water.would be water.””

New York TimesNew York Times, 1920, 1920





Evolution of Cultural ComplexityEvolution of Cultural Complexity
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Cultural Complexity and ProgressCultural Complexity and Progress
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Agriculture and CivilizationAgriculture and Civilization



Progressivist Assumptions:Progressivist Assumptions:
Energy and Cultural ComplexityEnergy and Cultural Complexity

 Cultural complexity Cultural complexity 
develops because it develops because it 
can.can.

 Cultural complexity Cultural complexity 
requires only surplus requires only surplus 
energy.energy.



The Jevons ParadoxThe Jevons Paradox

William Stanley Jevons
September 1, 1835 - August 13, 1882

As technological improvements increase the efficiency 
with which a resource is used, total consumption of that 
resource may increase rather than decrease.



The Utterly Dismal TheoremThe Utterly Dismal Theorem
(Kenneth Boulding)(Kenneth Boulding)

Any technical Any technical improvement improvement can only relieve misery can only relieve misery 
for a while, for as long as misery is the only for a while, for as long as misery is the only 
check on population, the improvement will check on population, the improvement will 
enable population to grow, and will soon enable enable population to grow, and will soon enable 
more more people to live in misery than before. The people to live in misery than before. The 
final result of improvements, therefore, is to final result of improvements, therefore, is to 
increase the equilibrium population, which is to increase the equilibrium population, which is to 
increase the sum total of human misery increase the sum total of human misery 
(Boulding 1959: vii). (Boulding 1959: vii). 



Common MisconceptionsCommon Misconceptions
About Cultural ComplexityAbout Cultural Complexity

 Complexity evolves Complexity evolves 
simply because people simply because people 
invent things.invent things.

 Complex society (i.e., Complex society (i.e., 
““civilizationcivilization””) is an ) is an 
accomplishmentaccomplishment——the the 
accumulation of many accumulation of many 
things that over millennia things that over millennia 
our ancestors invented.our ancestors invented.



Complexity CostsComplexity Costs
and People are Often Averse to Itand People are Often Averse to It



Evolution of Cultural ComplexityEvolution of Cultural Complexity
 Diversification and specialization in structure and function/behDiversification and specialization in structure and function/behavior.avior.

 Increasing integration and control of behavior.Increasing integration and control of behavior.



Why Does Complexity Grow?Why Does Complexity Grow?

 Complexity grows because it Complexity grows because it 
has great utility in solving has great utility in solving 
problems.problems.

 Problems are often solved Problems are often solved 
by developing more by developing more 
complex technologies, complex technologies, 
adding new positions and adding new positions and 
social roles, or conducting social roles, or conducting 
new kinds of activities.new kinds of activities.



Complexity in Problem SolvingComplexity in Problem Solving

 Complexity grows incrementally as problems are Complexity grows incrementally as problems are 
addressed.addressed.

 As simple and costAs simple and cost--effective solutions no longer effective solutions no longer 
suffice, institutions develop solutions that are suffice, institutions develop solutions that are 
more complex and costly.more complex and costly.

 Complexity in problem solving is an economic Complexity in problem solving is an economic 
function. Complexity has costs and benefits.function. Complexity has costs and benefits.

 Complexity in problem solving reaches Complexity in problem solving reaches 
diminishing returns.diminishing returns.





Collapse of the Western Roman EmpireCollapse of the Western Roman Empire



Crisis, 235Crisis, 235--284 A.D.284 A.D.

 Invasions of Germanic Invasions of Germanic 
peoples from the north peoples from the north 
and Persians from the and Persians from the 
east.east.

 Chronic civil wars: 50 Chronic civil wars: 50 
usurpers over 50 year usurpers over 50 year 
period.period.

 Cities sacked and frontier Cities sacked and frontier 
provinces devastated.provinces devastated.

 In 260s, east and west In 260s, east and west 
broke away into rival broke away into rival 
empires.empires.



Crisis, 235Crisis, 235--284 A.D.284 A.D.

 Invaders penetrated far Invaders penetrated far 
into the empire, looting, into the empire, looting, 
destroying, and taking destroying, and taking 
people into slavery.people into slavery.

 Cities across the empire Cities across the empire 
had to build new walls, had to build new walls, 
including Rome itself.including Rome itself.



Diocletian, 284Diocletian, 284--305305
Constantine, 306Constantine, 306--337337

 Subdivided provinces.Subdivided provinces.
 Greatly expanded size of Greatly expanded size of 

government.government.
 Expanded seats of government (2Expanded seats of government (2--4 4 

capitals at a time).capitals at a time).
 Doubled size of army.Doubled size of army.
 Increased proportion of cavalry.Increased proportion of cavalry.
 Diocletian tried to freeze prices.Diocletian tried to freeze prices.
 Critical occupations made Critical occupations made 

hereditary.hereditary.
 Farmers tied to land.Farmers tied to land.
 Raised taxes to pay for all this.Raised taxes to pay for all this.



Late Roman TaxesLate Roman Taxes

 Population declined. Population declined. 
Shortages of labor in many Shortages of labor in many 
critical areas.critical areas.

 Tax rates so high that Tax rates so high that 
peasants could accumulate no peasants could accumulate no 
reserves, nor support large reserves, nor support large 
families.families.

 Marginal lands went out of Marginal lands went out of 
production, even though the production, even though the 
empire tried continually to empire tried continually to 
force farmers to cultivate all force farmers to cultivate all 
land.land.



Cost of Roman SustainabilityCost of Roman Sustainability

 Roman Empire survived Roman Empire survived 
33rdrd century crisis by century crisis by 
consuming its capital consuming its capital 
resourcesresources——producing producing 
lands and peasant lands and peasant 
population.population.

 Collapse inevitable, from Collapse inevitable, from 
cost of sustainability cost of sustainability 
efforteffort..



Why Does Complexity Grow?Why Does Complexity Grow?

 Complexity grows because it Complexity grows because it 
has great utility in solving has great utility in solving 
problems.problems.

 Problems are often solved Problems are often solved 
by developing more by developing more 
complex technologies, complex technologies, 
adding new positions and adding new positions and 
social roles, or conducting social roles, or conducting 
new kinds of activities.new kinds of activities.



Sustainability:Sustainability:
Common MisconceptionsCommon Misconceptions

A.A. Future sustainability requires that industrial Future sustainability requires that industrial 
societies consume a lower quantity of societies consume a lower quantity of 
resources than is now the case.resources than is now the case.

B.B. Sustainability will result automatically if we do Sustainability will result automatically if we do 
so.so.



More Common MisconceptionsMore Common Misconceptions

 Complexity evolves Complexity evolves 
simply because people simply because people 
invent things.invent things.

 Complexity is therefore Complexity is therefore 
voluntary.voluntary.

 We can choose to forego We can choose to forego 
complexity and its costs.complexity and its costs.



Complexity, Problem Solving,Complexity, Problem Solving,
and Sustainability:and Sustainability:

Since complexity commonly evolves through Since complexity commonly evolves through 
problem solving, problem solving, it is usually not possible for a it is usually not possible for a 
society to reduce its consumption of resources society to reduce its consumption of resources 
voluntarily over the long run.voluntarily over the long run.



Are There Alternatives?Are There Alternatives?

1.1. Voluntarily reduce resource consumption.Voluntarily reduce resource consumption.
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Are There Alternatives?Are There Alternatives?

1.1. Voluntarily reduce resource consumption.Voluntarily reduce resource consumption.
2.2. Employ the price mechanism to control Employ the price mechanism to control 

consumption.consumption.
3.3. Ration resources.Ration resources.
4.4. Reduce Population.Reduce Population.
5.5. Hope for Technological Solutions.Hope for Technological Solutions.



Diminishing ReturnsDiminishing Returns
to Innovationto Innovation



Diminishing Returns to InnovationDiminishing Returns to Innovation
in the the Energy Sectorin the the Energy Sector



Major Future ChallengesMajor Future Challenges

1.1. Funding retirements for the BabyFunding retirements for the Baby--Boom Boom 
generation.generation.

2.2. Continuing increases in the cost of health care.Continuing increases in the cost of health care.
3.3. Replacing decaying infrastructure.Replacing decaying infrastructure.
4.4. Adapting to climate change and repairing Adapting to climate change and repairing 

environmental damage.environmental damage.
5.5. Developing new sources of energy.Developing new sources of energy.
6.6. In all likelihood, continuing high military costs.In all likelihood, continuing high military costs.
7.7. Increasing costs of innovation. Increasing costs of innovation. 



ConclusionsConclusions
 To assume that we can voluntarily consume less To assume that we can voluntarily consume less 

energy is to assume that the future will present no energy is to assume that the future will present no 
challenges.challenges.

 Most likely, future challenges will require greater Most likely, future challenges will require greater 
complexity in problem solving and more energy.complexity in problem solving and more energy.

 We will learn this century whether nonWe will learn this century whether non--fossilfossil--fuel fuel 
energies can provide sufficient energy to solve energies can provide sufficient energy to solve 
societal problems, and flexibility to increase energy societal problems, and flexibility to increase energy 
rapidly when needed.rapidly when needed.

 Because of the connection of energy to problem Because of the connection of energy to problem 
solving, we will not stop using fossil fuels until we solving, we will not stop using fossil fuels until we 
are forced to.are forced to.
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